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ABSTRACT

Purpose: The purpose of this paper is to analyse the Portuguese textile industry in which way quality culture influences the organization’s performance. Thus, it was created an investigation model made up of three hypotheses. The aim was to obtain the interconnection among “error detection culture, error anticipation culture, creative culture, and continuous improvement, and finally performance”.

Methodology/Approach: A questionnaire tested before in similar studies (Cameron and Sine, 1999; Costa, 2008; Leal, Roldan and Acedo, 2002), was sent to 71 companies. The questionnaire was structured in three sections. The geographic area chosen for analysis was the North of Portugal. Were received 60 valid answers, which represents a sample with a percentage of 84.5% of useful answers.

Findings: The results show that the existence of strong interconnections for the “error detection culture negatively influences performance” and for the “creative culture and continuous improvement” positively influences performance. Many companies of this research are managed according to reactive quality cultures. They are still oriented by values and attributes that should be improved in the paradigm of quality management.

Research Limitation/implication: The study is limited to a geographic area, designated Northern Portugal.

Originality/Value of paper: From the obtained results it was found the existence of a dominant quality culture (the error detection culture). This means that Portuguese textile industries, and others industries in another countries, with the “error detection culture”, are oriented by quality values which must be improved.
Category: Research paper

Keywords: quality culture; performance; textile industry; TQM; Portugal

1 INTRODUCTION

The textile industry has large representativeness in the Portuguese industrial structure, highlighting the important role it plays in terms of employment. This activity represents enormous volatility in the economic performance due to oscillations verified between offer and demand on a global scale (Vasconcelos, 2006). It undergoes. A few years ago, this type of industry had a restructuring phase due to the strong competitive pressure created by cheap labour economies. The change in the economic paradigm, the fast-paced transformation of consumer’s preferences and the evolution of technology were another problems. All these factors have demanded from textile companies a new competitive dynamics and flexibility, both in what concerns the products, as well as, the productive processes and management structures according to ATP (Textile Association of Portugal, 2018).

In order to answer to market demands, the textile sector has been registering dynamic and competitive behaviours over the past two years. Advantages of its strengths were highlighted, such as, the geographic and cultural closeness to the European market, “the tradition and textile culture” and know-how, moderate salary costs when compared to European standards, the growing international recognition of products, the execution of several investments of technological modernization and the growing development of a culture of quality.

Quality is identified as a strategic element that generates added value (Santos, Mendes and Barbosa, 2011; Doiro et al., 2017; Murmura and Bravi, 2017; Carvalho, Santos and Gonçalves, 2018). Moreover, the added value that is generated during the activity of quality improvement is recognized as a tool which helps to regulate market share, to coordinate and to satisfy the needs of stakeholders and to receive economic benefit (Daunoriene and Staniskiene, 2016; Santos and Barbosa, 2006; Bravi, Murmura and Santos, 2017; Santos, Bravi and Murmura, 2018). Customer oriented quality fulfils customers’ needs and expectations and highlights suitability for use (Hermans and Liu, 2013). All this happens, preserving the environmental issues (Ribeiro et al., 2017; Santos et al., 2015; Rebelo, Santos and Silva, 2017; Barbosa, Oliveira and Santos, 2018), where it appears new business models with new digital technologies (Santos et al., 2018; Bravi, Murmura and Santos, 2018; Santos, Murmura and Bravi, 2018), with the intention of improving the quality of life (Bravi, Murmura and Santos, 2018; Felix et al., 2018). According to several authors (Rebelo, Santos and Silva, 2015; Santos et al., 2014; Santos, Rebelo and Santos, 2017) the integration of quality with others different Management Systems, such as, environmental, safety and others, represent added value both in the present and, fundamentally, for the future, not only for the company, as well as for a whole range of...
stakeholders allowing for the enhancement of sustainable development of organizations. The present study aims at identifying which types of quality culture in the Portuguese textile industries profess and how these influences the performance of organizations.

2 THE CULTURES OF THE COMPANY

Quality from fundamental philosophical perspective can be defined as the summary of entity property manifestation in surrounding and time their characteristic functions (Zgodavová et al., 2002). For culture and quality to be linked together, it is necessary to recognize the potential impact that the former, as a system of norms, values, and practices, reflects in the quality system. It can be joined together as a sustainable competitive advantage in organizations. The company culture, textile or not, is made by people. Hence, human resources are the most valuable resource of any company or country, but not always the most valued. Thus, the greatest asset of any organization, of any region or any country, is the people with their know-how (Santos et al., 2013; Rebelo et al., 2016; Santos and Milán, 2013; Marques et al., 2018).

By perceiving quality in a TQM process and its results in performance, derived from its implementation, literature presents divergent opinions, both of success and failure.

In a positive perspective, they have the quality circles, lean production, the production techniques, and the quality control procedures to increase the product quality (Flynn, Roger and Sadao, 1995; Garvin, 1988). Delta Consulting Group (1993) and Easton and Jarrel (1998) analyzed 44 organizations and concluded that the TQM implementation programs positively influence the organizations output.

On the other hand, from a negative perspective, research conducted in several countries reported that initiatives of quality implementation failed to meet their targets (Young, 1992).

Empirical studies in the textiles sector conducted in SMEs indicate the benefits of TQM implementation, but they are referred to a set of difficulties. The component “organizational culture” is highlighted as a means to TQM success too (Middleton, 2004; Towers and McLoughlin, 2005).

In the same line of thought, Green (2012) identifies some problems in the implementation of TQM process and suggests that success depends mostly on the “organization culture”. So he presents four models of organizational culture, which could influence the implementation of TQM and thus get a positive impact on performance.

Cameron and Sine (1999) developed a research work and characterized current company cultures within organizations in quality culture typologies. Leal, Roldan and Acedo (2002) and Costa (2008) tested Cameron and Sine’s model to prove
whether different quality cultures make TQM easier and influence the performance of organizations. The research was conducted following the path of that author.

2.1 Quality Culture according to Cameron and Sine (1999)

Cameron and Sine (1999) conducted a study on the organizational culture of quality on the grounds of clarifying the reasons behind the failure associated with several initiatives of quality and its ambiguous relationship with performance. This study was validated with empirical analysis throughout three years to a universe of 68 organizations.

Due to the incongruence of definitions, dimensions and impact on the performance of organizations, some scholars started to investigate TQM as a cultural phenomenon, more than a set of tools and techniques.

Cameron and Sine (1999) define the quality culture as the “subset of the global culture of the organization” considering that this reflects the general approach, the values and the orientation towards quality that cross-organizational actions.

The authors in the analysis present four different typologies to characterize the quality culture, according to Tab. 1.

Table 1 – Quality Culture Types (Adapted from Cameron and Sine, 1999)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quality Culture</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The absence of Quality Emphasis</td>
<td>Products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quality is not a priority;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quality is not systematically measured;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quality is not tied to the organizational strategy;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Customers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The organization is not focused on customers;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>It is not receiving feedback from customers;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The organization is not responsive to customers;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error Detection</td>
<td>Products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Avoid mistakes;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reduce waste, rework, and repair;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Detects problems;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The focus is on outputs;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Customers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Avoid annoying customers;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Respond to complaints efficiently and accurately;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Assess satisfaction after the fact;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Focus on needs and requirements;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Quality Culture | Characteristics
--- | ---
*Error Prevention* | **Products**
Expect zero defects;
Prevent errors and mistakes;
Hold everyone accountable;
Focus on processes and root causes;

**Customers**
Satisfy customers and exceed expectations;
Eliminate problems in advance;
involve customers in design;
Focus on preferences or “nice-to-have” attributes;

*Creative Quality* | **Products**
Continuously improve and escalate standards;
Concentrate on things-gone-right;
Emphasize breakthroughs;
Focus on improvement in suppliers, customers, and processes;

**Customers**
Expect lifelong loyalty;
Surprise and delight customers;
Anticipate expectations and create new preferences.

As it can be analyzed on Tab. 1, Cameron and Sine (1999) identify on their typology, a quality culture which would be convenient to call “of non-quality”, as it can exhibit a total absence of emphasis on quality. Here one can find some organizations that pay little or no attention to quality as a differentiating element. Quality is not seen as a strategy or organizational goal. Values, habits, and behaviours of this type of organizations do not include quality. Nevertheless, such does not mean that the products or services do not have quality. However, these authors emphasize that from a strictly cultural point of view, there is also a shortage of criteria, such as, norms, rules, procedures, attitudes, aims and principles that characterize an organization and its culture.

When it comes to the quality paradigm, there are three types of culture. One is considered reactive, characterized by “error detection”, on which, quality is addressed as a problem to be solved or by a set of potential obstacles to be avoided. Another, which is characterized by “error prevention” and which approaches quality with a proactive attitude concerning problems. The difference is drawn up by avoiding mistakes instead of correcting them after pinning them up.

On top of quality cultures identified by the authors comes the “creative quality” in which, all the strategy of the organization is centered on quality. The constant growth of quality patterns, as well as output levels, are the key goals of this type of culture. In these organizations, there is a total involvement from all its members, aiming at promoting a quality culture of excellence. With these
convictions considered at this level, the recognition is promoted by TQM. The
global functioning of an organization, or its final result, meet the two last out of
seven definitions of quality-focused by Cameron and Sine (1999). Those are
consistent with the “Big Q” approach of quality from Juran (1988): “Quality is a
system of means to economically produce goods or services which satisfy
customer’s requirements” (Japanese Industrial Standards Committee, 1981). Or
“Quality means that the organization’s culture is defined by and supports the
constant attainment of customer satisfaction through an integrated system of
tools, techniques, and training” (Sashkin and Kiser, 1993). These different types
of quality culture can be considered representative of different maturity levels of
quality.

An important conclusion that emerged from this study points out that the most
advanced quality cultures had higher performance levels than less developed
cultures. Another conclusion of this study reports that each quality culture is
characterized by having a single set of tools and techniques.

The changes in organizational culture seem to be both desirable and possible. An
essential challenge from leaders in organizations is to manage the cultural change
process. A change from a quality culture of “error detection” into an “error
prevention culture” can produce better improvements in quality and
organizational efficiency than any individual change of techniques.

This empirical study was conducted with the purpose of clarifying the different
types of quality culture and its impact on performance. On analyzing the
introduction of quality improvement programs or TQM in organizations, without
being accompanied by a cultural change, it can be concluded that the probability
of failure becomes high.

2.2 Quality Culture according to Leal, Roldan and Acedo (2002)

This study was based on Cameron and Sine’s (1999) research about quality
culture and on which they decided to analyze 113 Spanish companies, from
which 62% are industrial companies and 20% belong to the services sector.

The TQM implementation requires the existence of an organizational culture
receptive to change, based on the motivation of both the staff all company to aim
for improvement. It is also befitting that people are willing to get involved,
understand and later implement a particular group of principles, techniques and
TQM practices.

On establishing a parallelism between Leal, Roldan and Acedo (2002) and
Cameron and Sine (1999) on quality culture levels, one can observe that they
classify their study in “three types of culture”, instead of four levels, highlighting
“error detection culture, error anticipation culture, creative culture, and
continuous improvement”.

The organizations that were the object of analysis in this study demonstrated that
they all fitted in a type of culture, without the predominance of one of the quality
cultures. However, according to Cameron and Sine (1999) when an organization concentrates more (in relative terms) in a culture of error detection, that is because it is a less developed culture as Tab. 2 demonstrates. On the other hand, when more emphasis is given to error anticipation culture and creative culture and continuous improvement, these are characterized by “cultures with the highest quality level.”

Table 2 – Types of Quality Culture (Adapted from Leal, Roldan and Acedo, 2002)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concerning Products</th>
<th>Concerning Customers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Error Detection</strong></td>
<td><strong>Avoid troubling to customers; Answer complaints rapidly and firmly; Reduce dissatisfaction; Centered on the customers “needs”</strong>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inspection and detect errors; Reduce waste, the costs of breakdowns and faults;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centered on results and products.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Error Anticipation</strong></td>
<td><strong>Satisfy customers expectations; Help customers by avoiding future problems; Obtain customers preferences beforehand and follow them; Centered on customers “preferences”</strong>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anticipate errors; Seek zero defects; Design the first time correctly;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centered on processes and causes of errors.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Creative Culture and Continuous Improvement</strong></td>
<td><strong>Surprise and delight customers; Be committed to compensating customers; Anticipate customer’s expectations; “Create” customer preferences</strong>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve normal performance parameters; Create new alternatives; Concentrate on things being done well; Centered on suppliers and customers management as much as on processes.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In literature, there is enough evidence about the relationship between TQM and the performance of organizations.

Other authors point out that the TQM implementation system does not quite often produce the expected results because most TQM work is centered on its implementation factors and tools, and forget that a set of values and beliefs underlie all TQM implementations, in other words, some philosophy or cultural orientation. Starting from the hypothesis that the “quality culture is positively related TQM performance programs” three sub-hypothesis arise, according to Fig. 1:

**H1.** The error detection culture is positively related to the TQM program performance.

**H2.** The error anticipation culture is positively related to the TQM program performance.

**H3.** The creative culture is positively related to the TQM program performance.
On designing the questionnaire to measure the three types of quality cultures, Cameron’s model was followed. This allows eight different items to each culture, and these consist in attributes that qualify the way in which enterprises manage TQM principles in search of total quality. Like the original questionnaire, the respondents divided 100 points among the corresponding items to the three scenarios, according to the importance or emphasis they gave them in practice. From Cameron’s aims, which consisted in an attempt to identify a dominant culture through an additive operation, the items correlation or their internal consistency was not an assumption. These authors decided to define indicators as formative according to each type of culture, that is, indicators where their reason for cause is not observed in theoretical constructions. On the other hand, the performance of the quality program is associated to a scale adapted from Powell (1995), which consists in five measure points, from 1 “totally disagree” to 5 “totally agree”.

From the analysis of the obtained results, one confirms the existence of considerable high cultures (error anticipation 58.9% and creative culture 11.6%); however, there is still a critical percentage of 29.5% companies that emphasize the type of culture known as “error detection”, which focus the workers’ attention in obsolete values and attributes.

Out of this study, we concluded that organizations should focus their efforts to generate a higher culture as the culture of error detection, negatively influences the performance of the TQM program, which explains 33% of the criterion variation. On the other hand, both cultures of anticipation and creative culture present a connection with TQM programs, showing an explained fluctuation of 10.79% and 11.16% respectively of the dependent variable. The top management must assume an important role in the promotion of more advanced cultures in all levels of the organization and lead the processes of change, both at human resources level and strategies in a way to internalize the values of the “creative culture”.

Figure 1 – Model of Investigation and Hypothesis
(Adapted from Leal, Roldan and Acedo, 2002)
2.3 Quality Culture according to Costa (2008)

An empirical study was also conducted in Portugal, following Cameron and Sine’s lines of work, as well as, those of Leal, Roldan and Acedo (2002). The latter author proposed to analyze the quality management systems in Portuguese companies, including the topic of the importance of quality cultures and its impact on performance in his work.

The sample used is formed by 260 certified companies, both industries, and services, distributed through several activity sectors, being that textile, building and metallurgy sectors which represent 24.6%, 15.4%, and 12.7% respectively. It is relevant to mention the importance of the textile sector in the regional economy. The types of culture professed in the questionnaire by this author were, according to Tab. 3, “the error detection culture, the error anticipation culture and the creative culture and continuous improvement.”

Table 3 – Percentage of Different Types of Culture (Adapted from Costa, 2008)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quality Culture Typology</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Error Detection Culture</td>
<td>38.37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error Anticipation Culture</td>
<td>51.02%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creative Culture and Continuous Improvement</td>
<td>10.61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>100.00%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of the previous study testify the existence of different quality cultures, with emphasis on the majority (51.02%) of the “error anticipation culture”, though there is still a relevant number (38.37%) of companies that continue to emphasize the type of “error detection culture”, which attests that they are still oriented by values and attributes that can be improved. With a weight of 10.61%, the “creative culture and continuous improvement” culture demonstrate that few organizations develop this type of culture, sustaining the obtained results from other studies (Leal, Roldan and Acedo, 2002; Cameron and Sine, 1999).

The companies with an “error detection culture” adopt a strategy of “results reinforcement” regulating TQM through gradual or incremental changes, implementing small changes in specific parts of its organization, depending on results which are expected to be achieved.

In a different perspective, companies that are oriented by the “error anticipation culture” adopt a “reorientation – activity” strategy, which professes the TQM as a more radical change and in large scale over the whole organization, whose implementation involves a new way of doing, thinking, negotiating, and brings out a cultural change in the whole organization. It becomes necessary to reinvent the organization.
In the same line of action, the “creative culture and continuous improvement” establishes higher proximity with TQM and its consequent positive impact on performance. The same was checked in the study of Leal, Roldan and Acedo (2002), which indicates that organizations should guide their efforts towards this type of culture. This happens as it is advised that organizations find a way of exceeding the performance and standard expectations and put emphasis on startling and delighting the client.

In concomitance with this study, Leal, Roldan and Acedo (2002) testified Cameron’s structure and also concluded that the “error detection culture” negatively influences performance. On the other hand, the “error anticipation culture” and the “creative culture and continuous improvement” establish a positive correlation with performance. The management of organizations must promote more advanced quality cultures (error anticipation culture, creative culture, and continuous improvement) as these are the ones which promote a more significant impact on performance.

3 METHODOLOGY

The investigation started with the formulation of a questionnaire based on an existing model tested and validated by other authors, such as Cameron and Sine (1999), Leal, Roldan and Acedo (2002), and Costa (2008).

The questionnaire was structured in three sections. In the first section, one questions the number of existing employees within an organization, so that it can fit and define the dimension of industries according to the European Commission (2003). The second section qualifies the quality program on “performance” and is measured through 5 items, each one using the Likert scale of five points, where the first point means “much disagreement” and the last point means “much agreement”. Lastly, on section three, how companies position themselves in terms of quality towards TQM demand, (error detection culture, error anticipation culture, and creative culture and continuous improvement) the types of culture were measured through 24 items, where they are represented, the error detection culture, the error anticipation culture, the creative culture and continuous improvement. These measure scales were used by Cameron and Sine (1999), Leal, Roldan and Acedo (2002) and Costa (2008).

The questionnaire was sent to 71 companies. Some companies did not respond. There were also some questionnaires which were not complete. Thus, the sample is formed by 60 textile companies which represent a ratio of the useful answer of 84.5%. The geographic area chosen for analysis was the North of Portugal, namely “Vale do Ave”, as there is a strong “textile culture” in this region and a considerable part of Portuguese textile industries. Important institutions connected to the textile sector are located there, namely the Technological Centre of Textile and Clothing Industries of Portugal (CITEVE), the Textile and
Clothing Association of Portugal (ATP) and the Centre of Textile Science and Technology of Minho University.

According to studies from Cameron and Sine (1999), Leal, Roldan and Acedo (2002), and Costa (2008), one confirmed that different types of quality culture mean different levels of maturity in quality. Thus, the higher culture is, the bigger its impact is on performance. These works concluded that being TQM a performance generator process, this has more or less implantation success according to the quality culture emanated by the organisation. Through the formulation of the three hypotheses, the existing types of culture in the Portuguese textile firms were evaluated. It was measured the performance of the quality program, with the aim of understanding which types of quality culture should profess the Portuguese industries, in order to gain raises in performance.

4 HYPOTHESES FORMULATION AND MODEL OF INVESTIGATION

Following the conclusions drawn from the analyzed studies, it can be said that TQM produces positive results and generates value for organizations, causing a rise in the performance of organizations.

From the professed cultures in Cameron and Sine’s study (1999), which were used in other researches, such as, Leal, Roldan and Acedo (2002) and Costa (2008) (error detection culture, error anticipation culture, creative culture and continuous improvement), the results were unanimous when it comes to produced effects by culture in the implementation of the TQM program. Thus, companies with an “error detection culture” negatively influence the TQM performance, unlike the “error anticipation culture” and the “creative culture and continuous improvement”, positively influence the TQM performance.

Without alluding to performance, managers cannot, in an objective or consistent way, assess the quality of their decisions (Chakravarthy, 1986). In brief, considering that the bigger or, the smaller success of the TQM implementation depends largely on the type of existing quality culture, as this is a management system generator of performance, one assumes that the higher the culture of the existing company is, the bigger its performance is.

Hence, it can be understood if the culture of the company influences performance, specifically on the impact on productivity, on the competitive position, on the improvement of profitability, on profit, among other factors. As such, the following hypotheses were formulated, according to the Fig. 2:

\[ H1. \text{ The error detection culture negatively influences performance.} \]

\[ H2. \text{ The error anticipation culture positively influences performance.} \]

\[ H3. \text{ The creative culture and continuous improvement very positively influence performance.} \]
5 RESULTS

5.1 Number of Workers

The following analysis allows us to confirm the number of companies: up to 10 workers (micro companies), from 10 to 49 workers (small companies), from 50 and 249 workers (medium companies) and more than 250 workers (big companies).

In the sample, the number of workers of the companies in study presents an average value of 118 employees with a value dispersion of 162%. The values, minimum and maximum are 5 and 900 workers, respectively.

The number of workers of the studied companies is analyzed according to its dimension. To get this rating, one used the number of workers as a reference to compare with other studies, so one resorted to intervals in the European Commission recommendation, from 6 May (European Commission, 2003).

In terms of analysis, the enterprise universe is characterized by the dominance of SMEs (85%), according to the sample in Fig. 3, where 18% are micro companies, 37% are small companies, 30% are medium companies, and only 15% are big companies.
5.2 Performance

Fig. 4 shows the observed average values according to the importance of a quality program on performance.

From the observed values, one can highlight the three highest average values, which are “Our quality program contributes in a remarkable way to the improvement of our competitive position”, “Our quality program incredibly contributed to the improvement of our global performance” and “Our quality program notoriously increased our productivity”.

From this analysis, one concludes that a large part of the sample is aware of capital gains of a quality program and its competitive advantages and the impact that this can have on performance.

In the sample, performance holds an average value of 3.24 (in a measurement scale from 1 to 5) with a dispersion of values of 37%. The minimum and maximum values are 1.00 and 5.00 respectively.

The histogram of the Fig. 5 illustrates the value distribution of performance of the organizations in the study.

![Figure 4 – Distribution of the importance of quality on performance](Araújo, 2014)
Figure 5 – Histogram of the Number of Companies Relative to Performance

(Araújo, 2014)

It can be observed that the distribution of performance values is confirmed mainly between 4 and 5 followed in a relatively uniformed way for the other unit intervals.

According to the theoretical revision of the companies in the analysis, a large part of them refers that the performance of organizations depends on the impact of the quality program and how it is implemented and managed.

5.3 Culture

In Tab. 4, the mean values observed are presented, according to the distribution of the characteristics of the three types of quality culture.

Table 4 – Distribution of the Characteristics of the Three Types of Quality Culture (Araújo, 2014)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quality Culture</th>
<th>Typology Description</th>
<th>Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Error Detection Culture</td>
<td>1a. Inspect and detect errors</td>
<td>9.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2a. Reduce waste, the costs of breakdowns and faults</td>
<td>7.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3a. Correct errors</td>
<td>5.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4a. Centred on results and products</td>
<td>3.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5a. Avoid troubling customers</td>
<td>5.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6a. Answer complaints rapidly and firmly</td>
<td>4.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7a. Reduce dissatisfaction</td>
<td>5.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8a. Centred on the customers “needs”</td>
<td>2.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total points</strong></td>
<td><strong>44.28</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality Culture</td>
<td>Typology Description</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error Anticipation</td>
<td>1b. Anticipate errors</td>
<td>9.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anticipation Culture</td>
<td>2b. Seek zero defects</td>
<td>3.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3b. Design correctly the first time</td>
<td>4.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4b. Centered on processes and causes of errors</td>
<td>3.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5b. Satisfy customers expectations</td>
<td>9.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6b. Help customers by avoiding future problems</td>
<td>2.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7b. Obtain customers preferences beforehand and follow them</td>
<td>2.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8b. Centered on customers “preferences”</td>
<td>2.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Total points</strong></td>
<td><strong>36.78</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creative Culture and</td>
<td>1c. Improve normal performance parameters</td>
<td>6.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuous Improvement</td>
<td>2c. Create new alternatives</td>
<td>2.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3c. Concentrate on things being done well</td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4c. Centered on suppliers and customer’s management as much as on processes</td>
<td>2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5c. Surprise and delight customers</td>
<td>1.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6c. Be totally committed to compensating customers</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7c. Anticipate customers’ expectations</td>
<td>2.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8c. “Create” customer preferences</td>
<td>2.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Total points</strong></td>
<td><strong>18.95</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The four mean values more often observed belong to the types of the culture of “error detection and error anticipation” were, according to Tab. 4, 1b. anticipate errors, 1a. inspect and detect errors, 5b. satisfy customers expectations and 2a. reduce waste, the costs of breakdowns and faults.

One can see in Fig. 6 that the dimension of the dominant culture is the “error detection culture”, followed by “error anticipation culture” and lastly by the “creative culture and continuous improvement” culture. It was determined for each company the dimension of the dominant culture, choosing the dimension that presents the higher average value.

![Figure 6 - Percentage of Companies Related to the Type of Dominant Culture (Araújo, 2014)](image-url)
In terms of target analysis on the sample, there are 33 companies that use the “error detection culture”, which corresponds to 55% of companies; 22 companies use the “error anticipation culture”, which corresponds to 37% of companies; and 5 companies use the “creative culture and continuous improvement”, which corresponds to 8% of companies.

This analysis follows the described studies where one finds a predominance of the error detection culture and error anticipation culture using the same measurement scales.

In this research, considering the 55% of companies with error detection culture and according to with the described literature, it is understood that most companies advocate reactive quality cultures, which denotes that they are still oriented by values and attributes that should be improved in the paradigm of quality management. We are talking about cultures, which do not promote TQM, so the impact of this culture negatively influences the performance (Leal, Roldan and Acedo, 2002; Costa, 2008).

5.4 Existing Correlation between the Types of Culture and the Performance (Hypothesis Checking)

All variables whose relation one aims to study are quantitative variables, so they can be analyzed using Pearson’s R correlation coefficient.

In Tab. 5, for each line that relates the variables, one shows the Pearson coefficient value and evidential value of the test. The correlations between the types of culture and performance are presented.

Table 5 – Correlation between Types of Culture and Performance (Araújo, 2014)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error Detection Culture</th>
<th>Coeff. Correlation</th>
<th>(-0.420^{(**)})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Proof Value</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error Anticipation Culture</th>
<th>Coeff. Correlation</th>
<th>0.081</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Proof Value</td>
<td>0.537</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Creative Culture and Continuous Improvement</th>
<th>Coeff. Correlation</th>
<th>(0.456^{(**)})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Proof Value</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** ** Strong correlation to a significance level of 0.01.
Meaningful correlation between the two variables is pointed out (present a proof value inferior to 5%). The two statistically meaningful correlations can be:

- Positive, meaning that an increase of a variable corresponds to a significant increase of another.
- Negative, meaning that an increase of a variable corresponds to a significant decrease of another.
- One sees a statistically meaningful relation between:
  - Error detection culture and performance;
  - Creative culture and continuous improvement and performance.

The checking of hypothesis of the investigation are:

H1. The error detection culture negatively influences performance: One confirms H1, as the error detection culture negatively influences performance, with a correlation coefficient of -0.420.

H2. The error anticipation culture positively influences performance: This hypothesis cannot be confirmed as the error prevention culture is not related to output in a statistically meaningful way and the correlation coefficient is 0.081.

H3. The creative culture and continuous improvement very positively influences performance: One confirms hypothesis H3 as the creative culture and continuous improvement positively influences performance, with a correlation coefficient of 0.456.

Thus, one confirms that the Portuguese textile companies must change their management paradigm, abandon the “error detection culture” and adopt the “creative culture and continuous improvement”, so as to positively influence performance.

6 DISCUSSION

Considering the weaknesses of definitions, dimensions and inconsistent impacts on performance, Cameron and Sine (1999) investigated TQM as a cultural phenomenon, rather than a set of tools and techniques, realizing that the successful implementation of TQM techniques depends on the internal quality of the organization.

This internal quality of the organization is conditioned by its culture. The key advantage of handling quality as a cultural variable is that the ambiguity and the inconsistency associated with multiple definitions and TQM definitions diminish. To Cameron and Sine (1999) the different types of quality cultures can be considered as representative of different levels of quality maturity (Costa, 2008).
In line with this vision, Leal, Roldan and Acedo (2002) tested Cameron’s structure having also concluded that the error detection culture negatively influences the performance of the TQM program.

On the other hand, the error anticipation culture and the creative culture and continuous improvement have a positive correlation with the TQM program. In Portugal, Costa (2008), in his investigation to industries, obtained the same results.

The hypotheses presented in this study, represent the different types of quality culture, as representing the different degrees of maturity of the organization when it comes to the way these positions in terms of quality. The hypotheses that the culture of error detection has a significant and very negative impact on performance is confirmed, ratifying H1 hypothesis with a coefficient of -0.420.

An error anticipation culture has a positive impact, though not meaningful, on performance, not confirming the H2 hypothesis. The non-significance of this hypothesis can occur from the fact that the sample size of companies is reduced.

On the other hand, the creative culture and continuous improvement influence very positively and in a meaningful way the performance, confirming H3 hypothesis with a coefficient of 0.456. These results meet other studies such as Leal, Roldan and Acedo (2002), Cameron and Sine (1999) and Costa (2008).

Thus, one can say that according to the type of quality culture that comes from each organization, it affects either negatively or positively the output of the organization.

From the developed investigation, it can be concluded that:

The error detection culture negatively influences performance; the creative culture and continuous improvement very positively influences performance;

It is hardly possible to confirm in a meaningful way the hypothesis, which connects the error prevention culture with performance. This hypothesis must be deepened in further studies.

7 CONCLUSIONS

At the present, companies are confronted with constant changes in the markets where they operate. Thus, management philosophies, such as TQM are management processes that should be proactively applied, so that textile industries can remain and compete in more and more demanding and globalized markets.

In this study, a model of investigation formed by 3 hypotheses is exposed, so that they can be used as the reference for the Portuguese textile industries, aiming at improving quality in management to make it bear fruit with a positive impact on performance.
In this perspective, Cameron and Sine (1999) presented four typologies of quality cultures: “absence of emphasis on quality, error detection, error prevention, and creative culture”. In further studies, such as Leal, Roldan and Acedo (2002) to 113 Spanish companies, and Costa's (2008) to 260 Portuguese companies, quality cultures were analyzed in three typologies: “error detection culture, error anticipation culture, and creative culture and continuous improvement”. From the confirmed results, one concluded in these studies that companies must promote high-quality cultures, such as creative culture and continuous improvement, that facilitate the implementation of continuous improvement tools. It is also relevant that the higher the quality culture is, the higher the positive impact on the performance of organizations it has. On the contrary, the error detection culture negatively influences performance.

This study results point out a predominance (55%) of the “error detection culture”, that is, it focuses attention in values and attributes that must be improved in the paradigm of quality management. 37% of companies emphasize the type of error anticipation culture and only a few organizations developed a quality culture up to the level of creative culture and continuous improvement. This is in line with other studies (Leal, Roldan and Acedo, 2002; Cameron and Sine, 1999; Costa, 2008).

The most advanced quality cultures (“error anticipation culture” and “creative culture and continuous improvement”) are more related to performance than a less developed culture (error detection culture). The latter presenting a significant negative influence of -0.420. In the opposite direction, the creative culture and continuous improvement have a positive significance of 0.456.

This study contributes to conclude that different types of quality cultures are representative of different levels of maturity in quality and have an impact on the performance of the organization (Cameron and Sine, 1999; Costa, 2008; Leal, Roldan and Acedo, 2002). Conclude also that performance is influenced by the level of the predominant quality culture and quality cultures act as the engine of the quality management process due to the effects they exert on performance.

This study allows us to take a set of useful conclusions for the management of the Portuguese textile industry so that the top management will assume an important role in the promotion of more advanced quality cultures at all levels of the organization. These must evolve to creative culture and continuous improvement values.

In practical terms, this study can allow managers to identify the practices that add value to products/services and consequently, positively influence performance.
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